
 
 

 

 

This walkthrough is made by HyruleRL for Adelaide Inn 2 v0.97a by NTRMAN if you like the game please 

support the Dev in https://www.patreon.com/ntrman and follow him on 

https://twitter.com/kosu900?lang=en   

 

This game has 5 endings Happy, Swinger, Dark, Cucked and Corrupted, right now only the Happy and 

Swinger endings have an epilogue. I recommend you to play the game without this walkthrough in your 

first run and then come back and use it to unlock the Memories and Clips that you are missing but if you 

still want to use it I suggest you to start with the Dark/Corrupted path that way you can use CTRL to skip 

the text your already have read in the other paths.  

 

*DARK/CORRUPTED? *  

NOTE→ These paths are not finish and the next options may or may not lead to a 100% Dark or 100% 

Corrupted Endings. All the save files are not require to make but a mere suggestion***  

-INTRO 

-Town meeting 

-First customer->The Traveler**While taking to the Traveler make a save, you will use it later for the      

Happy ending** 

-Check Upstairs  

-Keep the… 

-Second customer->Lilith**After she introduce herself make a save, you will use it for the other paths** 

-I..uh.. 

-S-sure, I’will… 

-Scene->**After the scene and before you finish taking to Lilith the next morning if you want to make a 

save since I don’t know how the next decision can affect any path** 

-Uh…Yes… 

-Extra service->Scene  

-Blueberries  

-It always… 

-Warm Tea 

-Buy  
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-Stripper 

-Midnight->Scene 

-Strawberry 

-Stay silence->Scene  

-Backyard  

-Buy  

-Stop 

-Keep quiet->**After the scene ends you can make a save again if you want to since I don’t know how 

the next decision can affect any path**  

-Talk to->Scene 

-Stay quiet->Scene 

-Extra 

-All the gold->Scene       

-Tell the… 

-Provide… 

-Extra->Scene  

**After the scene and while taking to Mira make a save since out of the 2 next options you can only 

chose one and the other option can lead to a scene or a different path** 

-Offer room  

-Pretend like…->Scene 

**After the scene ends make a save*** 

-Tell Mira->Proceed->Scene  

-Buy everything  

-Strip show->***Make a save after choosing the show so you can see all the costumes***  

-Scene  

**After the scene ends make a save, next options may lead to different paths**   

-Take a nap-> Scene  

**After the scene ends make a save, next options may lead to different paths** 

-I’m….->Scene 

-CREDITS 

-Bad Ending incoming  

**Make a save, next options may lead to different paths** 

-Surrender  

***After the guards put you in the cell make a save, end of content*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

YOU UNLOCK WITH THIS PLAYTHROUGH 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 



*CUCKED/CORRUPTED* 
NOTE→ These paths are not finish and the next options may or may not lead to a 100% Cucked or 

100% Corrupted Endings. All the save files are not require to make but a mere suggestion* 

NOTE2→ If you want to play a Cucked/Swinger mix where the MC has sex with other character click 

here** 

 

Version 1  

NOTE 3→ This may or may noy lead to a Cucked or Corrupted ending have you select to do a 

Striptease instead of a Mini concert**  

-Follow the previous path walkthrough up till this point  

-Take a bath 

***After your talk with Mira ends save, end of content*** 

 

Version 2 

NOTE 3→ This may or may noy lead to a Cucked or Corrupted ending** 

-If you use this walkthrough for your first run then load the second save file, if not then ignore 

-I..uh.. 

-S-sure, I’will… 

-Scene->**After the scene and before you finish taking to Lilith the next morning if you want to make a 

save since I don’t know how the next decision can affect any path** 

-Uh…Yes… 

-Extra service->Scene  

-Blueberries  

-It always… 

-Warm Tea 

-No Thanks 

-Mini Concert 

-Sweet 

-Extra->Scene 

-Strawberry 

-Stay silence->Scene  

-Backyard  

-Buy  

-Stop him 

-Keep quiet->**After the scene ends you can make a save again if you want to since I don’t know how 

the next decision can affect any path**  

-Talk to->Scene 

-Stay quiet->Scene 

-Extra 

-Half the gold->Scene       

-Tell the… 

-Provide… 

-Extra->Scene  

**After the scene and while taking to Mira make a save since out of the 2 next options you can only 



chose one and the other option can lead to a scene or a different path** 

-Offer room 

-N-no! Of… 

-Pretend like…->Scene 

**After the scene ends make a save*** 

-Tell Mira->Proceed->Scene  

-Buy anything or everything, is your choice 

-On second…  

-Continue the story   

***After Mira refuse the swap make a save, end of content*** 

 

 

YOU UNLOCK WITH THIS PLAYTHROUGH 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



*CUCKED/SWINGER* 
NOTE→ These paths are not finish and the next options may or may not lead to a 100% Cucked 

Ending. All the save files are not require to make but a mere suggestion* 

NOTE2→If you want to see the swinger ending with this playthrough buy the door knob and let the 

old man have sex with Mira, and save after the first scene with the old men wife 
-If you use this walkthrough for your first run then load the second save file, if not then ignore 

-I..uh.. 

-S-sure, I’will… 

-Scene->**After the scene and before you finish taking to Lilith the next morning if you want to make a 

save since I don’t know how the next decision can affect any path** 

-Uh…Yes… 

-Extra service->Scene  

-Blueberries  

-It always… 

-Warm Tea 

-No Thanks 

-Mini Concert 

-Sweet 

-Extra->Scene 

-Strawberry 

-Stay silence->Scene  

-Backyard  

-No   

-Stop him 

-Keep quiet->**After the scene ends you can make a save again if you want to since I don’t know how 

the next decision can affect any path**  

-Talk to->Scene 

-Stay quiet->Scene 

-Extra 

-Half the gold->Scene       

-Tell the… 

-Pretend not… 

-Offer her… 

-Invite Mira->Scene  

-Extra->Scene  

**After the scene and while taking to Mira make a save since out of the 2 next options you can only 

chose one and the other option can lead to a scene or a different path** 

-Offer room 

-W-well…->Scene 

-Interrupt  

**After the scene ends make a save*** 

-Tell Mira->Proceed->Scene  

-Buy anything or everything, is your choice 

-On second…   



***After you click “On Second” make a save, end of content*** 
 

YOU UNLOCK WITH THIS PLAYTHROUGH 

 

 
 

 

*SWINGER* 
To get the swinger ending you have to  

-Select the mini concert event 

-Buy the door knob   

-Have Mira sleep with 3 guest I recommend Lilith, Bard and Orc since there scene are short 

-Sleep with the Bard Sister 

-Have Mira sleep with the Old men  

-After the first scene with the old men wife make a save file, select on spying on Mira and the Old man 

or going upstairs with his wife after the scene you selected ends load the save and view the other scene 

-Congratulation you got the Swinger ending  
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*HAPPY* 
To get the happy ending 

-Load the first save you did with this walkthrough 

-Prepare for the day 

-Tell No, I would’nt to Lilith  

-Take the… 

-Continue the story   

-Go to the washroom, stop the noble and ask for more money  

-Is your choice if you sleep with Leila  

-Congratulations you got the Happy ending  

 

 YOU UNLOCK WITH THIS PLAYTHROUGH 

 



 


